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ABSTRACT. We give a new proof of I. G. Macdonald's conjecture for the root

systems of type A (or equivalently. the equal parameter g-Dyson Theorem)

that is short, elementary and direct. We also give a short proof of the equal

parameter case of a constant term identity due to D. Bressoud and I. Goulden.

1. Introduction. In 1982, Macdonald [8] conjectured a series of constant term

identities for arbitrary root systems. For the root systems of type A, his conjectures

were known to be a special case of Andrews' rj-Dyson conjecture [1], which has been

proved by Zeilberger and Bressoud [13]. Furthermore, with the exception of the

root system G2, the root systems of type A are currently the only cases for which

Macdonald's conjecture is known to be true in its full generality. In this paper we

present a new proof of Macdonald's conjecture for the root systems of type A that is

short (much shorter than that of Zeilberger and Bressoud), elementary, and direct.

We remark that very recently, Kadell [7] and Habsieger [4] have independently

proved Askey's conjectured g-analogue of the Selberg integral. A consequence of

this integral is a constant term identity that includes Macdonald's conjecture for

the root systems of type A as a special case.

2. The identities and conjectures. We first establish some notation. Let

R be a reduced root system of rank n with root lattice A [6, Chapter III] and

exponents e1;...,en [3, Chapter 10]. For each ß G A, let x® denote a formal

monomial. More precisely, identify {x^ : ß G A} as the natural basis of the group

ring Z[A]. Alternatively, one may choose a base A for R and indeterminates xa for

each a G A; the formal monomial x& for ß G A may thus be viewed as a Laurent

monomial in the variables xa : a G A.

For any formal Laurent series F in the variables xa: a G A, use the notation

[x&]F to denote the coefficient of x@ in F.

For any integer k > 0 (or k = +00),  define

k

(*)*= new-1*),
t=i

and for integers m > k > 0, let [™] denote the g-binomial coefficient; i.e.,

(<?)m

(<?)*(<?) m—k
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Macdonald's root system conjecture states the following:

CONJECTURE 2.1   [8,   (3.1)].   Let   R+    be a system of positive roots for R.

We have

[x°]   Et (q*ah(x-ah = Yl
a€R+ i=l

nJo¿     i-  <C

k

In addition to the root systems of type A, Macdonald's conjecture is known to be

true in the case R = Gi  [12, 14] and the cases fc = 1, 2, + oo [8]. Additionally, for

the classical root systems Bn,Cn,Dn   it is known to be true in the limit  n —► oo

[5] and in the case  7=1   [8] via Selberg's integral.

As mentioned previously, the cases of type A are special cases of Zeilberger and

Bressoud's <j-Dyson Theorem, which asserts the following:

,^,w<- IVjo, ■ • • [q)an

THEOREM 2.2  [13].   // ai,...,an   are nonnegative integers, then

(i)o,
ytJXi'Xj    )aiyj^j^l     )a3  —

l<2<j<n

In particular, in the case of equal parameters, we have

(i) \a n K-wr1)»»!?.
l<i<j<n W*

which is Macdonald's conjecture for the root system An-\. Our approach to this

identity will proceed by first proving a special case of an identity due to Bressoud

and Goulden that can be shown to be equivalent to (1). Their identity states the

following:

THEOREM 2.3  [2,  THEOREM  2.2].   //  a1,...,an   are nonnegative integers,

then

r  Oi      TT     i -i\ i       -1\ (l)a1+-+a„    TT Í — qa'
[x]     [[     {qxlX]   )a,-i(xJxl   )aj = [[ +...+an  ■

l<i<j<n {qja' {q>a" i = l L      q

We will give a proof of the equal parameter case of this identity; namely, the

identity

(2) \A      II      («^ViixiOfc-W-pisT.
l<i<i<n {q)k ln^q   I

where Pn(z) denotes the polynomial

n    i       «

i=i

We mention that this identity is the special case R = An_i of another root system

conjecture due to Macdonald. Although originally stated as an integral over the

compact connected Lie group associated with  R,  a straightforward application of
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the Weyl character formula yields an equivalent formulation of the conjecture as a

constant term identity:

Conjecture 2.4 [8, (3.1')].   We have

fc-1[x0] n ((rt-iiz-*)* = n
a€R+ i=l

Macdonald [8] has proved that Conjectures 2.1 and 2.4 are equivalent. Fur-

thermore, Bressoud and Goulden [2] have shown that Theorem 2.3 can be used to

prove the g-Dyson Theorem, although the proof is as difficult as the proof of the

q-Dyson Theorem itself. However, when specialized to the case Oi = • • • = an = fc,

the proof of equivalence is relatively easy. Thus, once the identity (2) is proved,

there are at least two ways (Macdonald's or Bressoud and Goulden's) to deduce

the original identity (1). So that a complete proof of (1) can be assembled within

this paper, we give yet another proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2) in §4.

3. Proof of the identity (2). For any ß = (ßu...,ßn) G Z", let x0 =

xi ' ' ' xn"i anc^ f°r anY formal Laurent series G(xi,..., xn), let [x0)G denote the

coefficient of x0 in G. This conflicts superficially with our previous notion of

formal monomials, but it will simplify our subsequent calculations by taking ad-

vantage of the natural embedding of the root lattice of An_i in Zn. A further

simplification in our proof of (2) will be in the replacement of the occurrences

of qk by another indeterminate z. Thus, we consider the formal Laurent series

Fn(z,q) = Fn(z,q; xu...,xn) defined by

Fn(z,q)= rj      [Xi-Xj)       Y\
l<i<7<n 1<^:?<"

and we prove the following:

Theorem 3.1.   We have

(qXjX i     Joo

[ZXjX-     joo

[xS}Fn(z,q)--

where  ô — (n — 1, n — 2,... ,1, 0).

(qz)noo

{q)™l{qzn)ooPn{z)

The identity (2) can be obtained as an immediate corollary via the specialization

z = qk   and the observation

H(xl-xJ) = xs Hil-xjx-1).
i<3 i<j

Theorem 3.1 should only be considered a superficial generalization of (2) because

the following lemma shows that, conversely, (2) implies Theorem 3.1.

LEMMA 3.2. Let F(z,q) and G(z,q) be formal power series. If F(qk,q) =

G{qk,q) for infinitely many integers k>0, then F = G.

PROOF. Assume that F(z,q) and G{z,q) provide a counterexample. The series

H = F — G is nonzero, but H(qk,q) = 0 for infinitely many fc > 0. Certainly H has

an expansion of the form H(z,q) = zrHr(q) + zr+lHr+i(q) H-where Hr ^ 0. If
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H{qk, q) = 0, it follows that HT{q) can only have terms of order qk or higher. Since

the possibilities for fc are unbounded, we must have HT = 0, a contradiction.    D

A crucial property of the series Fn(z,q)  that makes evaluation of  [xs]Fn(z,q)

easier than the evaluation of the constant term in Theorem 2.3 is the fact that

Fn{z,q)    is antisymmetric under permutations of the variables Xi,...,xn;    i.e.,

wFn(z,q) = (sgnw)Fn(z,q)   for every w G S„.

For any ß G Z", let ap(xi,...,xn) denote the monomial antisymmetric function

defined by

a0 = det[xfJ] =    Y,   {sgnw)xw0 .

w€Sn

Let r„ = {ß G Z":  ßi > ••• > ßn},   and note that {aß+s:  ß G Tn}   forms a

Z-basis for the antisymmetric polynomials in 7Áx\
±i

i„ ].   Since   Fn(z,q)   is

antisymmetric, it follows that there are unique formal power series

for each ß G Tn such that

„ß cí{z,q)

Fn(z,q)

ß€Tn

c0n{z,q)a0+6\

namely,  c%(z,q) = [x0+6}Fn(z,q).

We remark that the series c0(z, q) have been studied in [11], where, for example,

an explicit formula for c0(z, q) is given for those ß G Tn with ßn = —1. One reason

for the interest in these series is their connection to the representation theory of

SLn. For example, the coefficient of zl in (1 — z)~n+1c0(z:O) is the multiplicity

of the irreducible SLn-module corresponding to ß in the Ith symmetric power

Syml(sln), and the coefficient of ql in {q)^~1c0(qk+1, <j) is the Euler characteristic

of the /?th isotypic component of the fcth Macdonald complex of sln. See [11] for

details.

In the following, it will be convenient to regard [x0]G as a bilinear operation.

More precisely, define [F]G for polynomials F G Z[xf1,... ,x^1} and formal Lau-

rent series G G Zffx^1,

Z[[«,g]])via

,x^J]] (or any extension of the coefficient ring, such as

[£cßx0]G = J2cß[xß}G.

Notice that multiplication by H £ 7¡\xl±i x„!] is adjoint to multiplication by

H(x- H{x-

LEMMA  3.3   (CF.

\FH]G{x) = [F}G{x)H(x-1) .

[11, LEMMA 5.4]).   For any ß G T„ we have

„ßn rß + a n Fn{z,q) = z
n-l rß+6 n¿=i Fn(z,q) .

PROOF. We have

rß+a n i Xn
l — z — Fn{z,q)

[% J-» ny^iQ'i %n      > Q%n

n-l

n ZXj

qxn
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vn — 1 rß+S

n-1

n 1-2 1 ̂ )] Fn(z,q) = [x™]Fn(z,q) I] (z - ft)

The right sides of these identities agree, due to the fact that

*n{z,q', xn    ► qxn)

Fn(z,q) = nr
Z       X¿Xr

i=l
zq     X¿Xn

which is a straightforward algebraic calculation.    D

Since the series Fn(z,q) is antisymmetric, it follows that [x1]Fn(z,q) vanishes

unless the terms of 7 G Zn are distinct. If they are distinct, then there is a

unique w G Sn and a unique ß G r„ such that 7 = w(ß + S), and we have

[x1]Fn(z,q) = (sgnw)[x0+s]Fn(z,q) = (sgnw)c0(z,q). Thus, Lemma 3.3 gives a

collection of homogeneous linear equations satisfied by the series c0(z,q). It can

be shown [11, Theorem 5.1] that these linear equations can be ordered so that

they are in triangular form and given an explicit combinatorial description. For

our purposes, it will suffice to restrict our attention to a certain subcollection of

the equations corresponding to those ß G Tn of the form

ß = ß{r, s) : = ((r - l)(n - 1) + s, - (r - 1), ■(r-l).-r,.

n—l—a «

where r > 1, 0 < s < n - 1.  Notice that /?(r, 0) = ß(r - 1, n - 1).

The equation obtained by choosing ß = ß(r, s) in Lemma 3.3 has an especially

simple form, as the following result indicates. Although it follows directly from [11,

Theorem 5.1], we include a proof for the sake of completeness.

LEMMA 3.4. Let y be an indeterminate, and let ß = ß{r,s) where r > 1 and

1 < s < n — 1.   We have

r^nïi-^
1=1 v %

Fn{z,q)

i-ys

1-2/

„ß(r,s) y - y

í-y

Mr,s-l)

PROOF. Notice that

T\x-T

i=l

summed over all   TÇ{1_, n — 1},   where   x  T   is used as an abbreviation for

n,ET xt   . Since

ß + S = (r(n — 1) + s, n — r — 1,..., s — r + 1, s 1,..

where the braces indicate consecutive integers, it is not hard to see that for each

t (0 < t < n — 1) there is a unique ¿-set  TÇ {1,..., n — 1}  such that the monomial

x0+6xlnx  T  has distinct exponents; namely,

T =
{n-t,...,n-l} if 0<i <s-

{1, n-t + l,...,n- 1}    if  s < t < n

1,

1.
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Furthermore, observe that for these choices of T,  we have

x0+6xlx~T =
€wt(ß(r,s)+S) if     0<Í<S-1,

twt(ß{r,s-l) + 6)      jf     8<i<n_l]

where wt  is a  (i + l)-cycle if 0 < t < s — 1  and wt  is a i-cycle if s < t < n — 1.

Thus, we have shown

■"ni1-*!) * (z,q)

s-l

i=0

n-1

+

£ (_l)*y«X»«W('.«)+«)
3

n-1

y^ (-l)i2/ta;u"('a('"'s-1)+l5)

-fn(2,i)

^(2,9)  ,

which yields the desired result, since [¡r,"('7+i)]Fn(2, g) = (sgnw)c^(z,<j) for all

w G Sn and 7 G rn.     D

We are now ready to give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Apply Lemma 3.4 to both halves of the identity

in Lemma 3.3; the left side with y = z, the right side with y = z~l. The result is

a linear relation between c«        and c« ; namely,

(3)
Mr,a) 1        ) _    (1-Z"    S){zS-qr)      ß(r,s-l)

n    {,q>   (i-z*)(i-<rz«-»)Cn
2.9) •

If we iterate this recursion  n — 1   times and recognize the fact that  ß(r + 1,0)

ß{r,n - 1),  we discover

rß(r+l,0) _ -/3(r,0)    FT      *" ~ ^

11     l-gr    -

and hence,

(4)

In particular, we have

3=1

fc-1n-1
„ß{k,0) _ „0 niiï

r=l s=l

<7'2J

zs -qr

(5) c^V.g) = (-Dtn-Dt.-D^-D^) . (gfc(fff;+1)fc • ÍLlCl c°(9*,,) -

On the other hand, from the definition of the series c0(z,q),  we have

(6)
c0^(q^q) = [x[k-1){n-1)x^k-1)---x-^-^}     fj    (WMwÇVi .

l<t<j'<n

In order to obtain a term from the polynomial

II {X]X-1)k{qxlx-1)k-i
Kj

whose ii-degree is   (fc — l)(n — 1),  we are forced to choose —qlx\x~l   from every

binomial of the form (1 — qlx\X~l) (1 < I < fc — 1, 2 < j <n), and we are forced to
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choose 1 from every binomial of the form (1 — qlx3xx 1 ) (0 < I < k — 1, 2 < j < n).

Thus, the variable  x\   may be eliminated from (6), yielding

(7)

c0n^oHqk,q) = (-l)in-l){k-1)q{n-1)^\x°2---xn}     ]J     (x^MqXiXj1)^

2<i<j<n

= (_1)(«-l)(fc-l)9(«-l)(2)c0_i(^i(?).

In view of (5), we may therefore deduce

cn(q\q)=   ~
(çMn-D + i)fc     i

(qh 1 - qkn
'   c°n-i(qk,q).

Since Cj(q , q) = 1,   it follows that

cn(q«,q) =
(q) kn

(q)nk        Pn{qk)  '

which is the identity (2). Thus, we have shown that the series

cn{z,q)    and
(qz)[

{q)™l{qzn)ooPn{z)

agree for infinitely many of the special cases z = qk. Apply Lemma 3.2.    D

We remark that a consequence of this proof is the fact that all of the series

cn      (z,q)  have simple explicit formulas (viz., (3), (4)).

4.    Equivalence of the identities (1) and (2).  Finally, we complete our

proof of Macdonald's conjecture for the root systems of type A by proving

Theorem 4.1.   We have

\Xj X¿     )oo[qXiXj    Joo MSo[x°\   TT
i<i<j<n   (zx]Xll)oo{qzxlxj1)00        (q^^qz^oo

The identity (1) can be obtained via the specialization z = qk.

PROOF.   Notice that

n\XJXl     )ca(qXiXJ    )oo _.

.    (ZXjXi     )oo(qZXlXj    joo

Thus, we seek to prove that

l<3

NVf.Cf)nu—i-rj-j^^
i<]

By Theorem 3.1, this is equivalent to proving

Fn(z,q) = Pn(z)\x6}Fn(z,q).^nt1«<>
Let ip denote the linear transformation on the vector space of antisymmetric

polynomials in Z[z*x,..., x^1]   defined by the condition

aa ^ [xa\Fn{z,q)
<f>
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for all  a G Zn.  This is well defined since Fn(z,q)  is antisymmetric. By linearity,

it follows that for any  G G 2[xfl, ...,x%1],  we have

J2   (sgnw)wG(x)^[G}Fn(z,q) .
wGSn

In particular, from the identity [10, III, (1-4)]

(8) £ «ÍIItí^i-^w.

we have

^   (sgn «;) w    JT (x¿ - zx,-)     = Pn{z) fT (x¿ - a;,) ,
w€S„ \i<3 I i<3

so that

(9) Pn{z)   Yl  {Xi-Xj}
i<3

On the other hand, since

ne
i<3

Fn{z,q)

(10)

we have

\(xl-x])=  J2   (sgnw)xwS ,
t<3 wÇ,Sn

Pn(z)   F]  (Xi - Xj) y Pn(z)[x6]Fn(z,q)  .

i<3

In view of (9), the theorem now follows.    G

We remark that the series Fn(z,q) played no essential role in this argument; we

have proved that

I   \Xi       ZXj

i<3

for any antisymmetric formal Laurent series F.

F = Pn{z)\x6]F

5. The other root systems. It is natural to hope that the techniques we

have presented can be used to prove Macdonald's conjectures for the other root

systems; indeed, it is tantalizing to realize that nearly every aspect of the proof

easily generalizes to arbitrary root systems.

The role of the series  Fn{z,q)   is played by

'qx°s

FR(z,q)= n (x^-x-^) n &
aeli + aeR

{zxa)c

and the corresponding analogue of Theorem 3.1 is the conjecture

r «n? /      i     TT    {z)oo{qze')oo
[x ]FR(z,q) = [

i=i (<?)oo(^ + 1)c
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where 6 — | Y^aeR+ a- ^ Lemma 3.2, this is equivalent to Macdonald's conjec-

ture 2.4.

It is not hard to find functional equations involving FR(z,q) which yield ana-

logues of Lemma 3.3. As with the root systems of type A, they give linear equations

satisfied by the coefficient series [xa+s]FR(z, q) where a G A ranges over dominant

weights, and these equations may be ordered so that the resulting system is trian-

gular. It is also not hard to find generalizations of (7); i.e., dominant weights ß for

which [x0+s]FR(z,q) can be expressed in terms of [xê]FR>(z,q), where R' denotes

a root system of rank n — 1. However, it is Lemma 3.4, which shows that some

of the linear equations for the coefficients have an especially simple form, that is

most resistant to generalization. If the techniques we have presented here are to

succeed in general, some way to interpolate between the coefficient \x6]FR(z,q) and

the coefficients [x0+s]Fji(z,q) related to [xs]FR'(z,q) must be found.

Finally, we remark that the proof of Theorem 4.1 easily generalizes to other root

systems. The identity (10) is replaced with the Weyl denominator formula, and the

identity (8) is merely a special case of a beautiful identity due to Macdonald [9,

(2.16)]:

E^nV^ii^.
wew       \aeR+ /      i=i

where  W  is the Weyl group of R. The resulting z-analogue of Conjecture 2.1 and

i?-analogue of Theorem 4.1 is the conjecture

\x°]
n(x  a)00{qxa)00    _ A    {qz)00{qze')c

Í^T-al-Jn^TaL. 11
aeR^

{zx-^ooiqzx^oo       Al   {q)00(qze- + 1)c
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